Life isn’t about waiting for the winds to change, it’s learning to adjust your sails. Be shore of yourself.
Tread lightly — the lightweight feel and structure of KN8TICA collection in linen, soft denim, cotton and silk speaks to our laid-back yet elegant design philosophy. A nod to the nautical, this resort and lounge wear collection pushes us to the open sea of possibility. An extension of our timeless silhouettes, KN8TICA balances structure and softness effortlessly. Leaning into aesthetic codes like Breton stripes, sailor’s uniform and brass buttons, this fresh and comfortable line feels like the perfect way to cast off the past year and welcome the unknown future ahead.
MAVI DRESS

Sleeveless beach dress with stand round collar and stripes detailing on the front button. Pleated details to create an asymmetrical hem completed with a red belt accent.

FABRIC / Striped Cotton Voile
**BUOY SHIRT**

Lightweight Jacket shirt in Breton Stripe, with front pocket, gold buttons and ribbon tie on the waist.

**FABRIC** Striped Poplin

**RAY SHORTS**

Pair it with RAY Shorts, a high waisted pants for a smart coord set.

**FABRIC** Striped Poplin
DARYA DRESS

Slim fit denim shirt dress with double layered red stripes adjustable belt. This edgy casual dress has metal snap buttons and patch pockets with flaps and double stitch details.

FABRIC Tencel Denim
LANA DRESS
Long casual front metal zipper dress with asymmetric hemline & contrast color sandbeige and blue slit detailing with metal buttons
FABRIC Poplin
**CORAL TOP**
- Cross body crop top, double layered linings with different stripes seams, metal ring details on the back straps and snap metal buttons for perfect fit

**FABRIC** Poplin

**CORDELIA PANTS**
- High waisted flared pants with tie front details and pleats, red metal zipper on both sides with pockets

**FABRIC** Tencel Denim
ZALE DRESS

Soft and comfortable dress in cotton voile with self woven checks, polka dots lining at the bottom and pockets with charm detail.

FABRIC: Cotton Voile
OYSTER JUMPSUIT

Statement jumpsuit in Denim and Navy white stripes, corset body fit with crossbody shoulder lapels, metal zip on the sides and front snap buttons for ease of fit

FABRIC Poplin & Tencel Denim
NEREIDA DRESS

Super flowy and comfy dress detailed with red zip on the shoulder, adjustable red white stripe ribbon tie on the hip

FABRIC Chambray Voile
YALISE TOP
- Breezy flowy tiered top with strappy shoulder & silver buckle detail
FABRIC White Poplin

LUISA PANTS
- A sharp-cut trousers with red stripes on the sides with slits at the bottom and side pockets
FABRIC Navy Blue Poplin
MARISOL DRESS

Halterneck bare back dress with adjustable rope tie holding the silhouette for perfect fit, pockets in light blue stripes lining with soft flowy asymmetrical hem

FABRIC Sand Beige Poplin Cotton & Light Blue Striped Poplin
NERINA JUMPSUIT

Soft and airy jumpsuit with fabric manipulation top with waist tiecord belt, back zip in metal and slim fit pants

FABRIC Tencel Denim
RIDLEY JUMPSUIT

- Button down Utility Shirtdress in a dropped shoulder and relaxed A-line fit with micropleats along the gathered waistline, completed with double pockets and contrast stitch details

FABRIC Sandbeige Poplin
SHUI JACKET
- Gabardine style jacket shirt in tough, tightly woven fabric, well tailored yet exceptionally easy to wear with subtle utilitarian edge to daywear options. Polka dot in navy blue lining with pocket & asymmetrical collar detailing
FABRIC: Yellow Poplin

LOCH PANTS
- Button down fitted pants with front & back flap pockets & contrast detailing across the waist & hem with a red and white belt
FABRIC: Yellow Poplin
ROMEE DRESS

Button down flare swing dress in A-line fit in light and breathable striped Poplin with contrasting Navy Blue hem, classic stand collar with chevron detailing on the front completed with nautical stripe waistband to accentuate the waistline.

FABRIC: Striped Poplin
DELMARE SHIRT DRESS

Color blocked hankie hem zipper dress with a kangaroo pocket design & cutout belted sleeves with white buckles

FABRIC White, Navy Blue and Striped Poplin
KAI SHIRT

Well tailored white shirt with golden buttons, oversized Navy striped hem & cuff with pleats at the back for a flowy and flare silhouette.

FABRIC: White and oversized Navy striped Poplin.
KAIO SHIRTDRESS

Well tailored white shirtdress with golden buttons, oversized Navy striped hem & cuff with pleats at the back for a flowy and flair silhouette

FABRIC White and oversized Navy striped Poplin
VENELIA SHIFTDRESS
Sleeveless shift dress with colourblocking, asymmetrical opening and pocket details
FABRIC Beige and Blue Poplin
CASPIAN SAILOR DRESS

- Relaxed fit sailor inspired dress with short lapel collar and curved hem on the sides. The double scarf detail gives the dress a quirky yet chic statement.

FABRIC: White Poplin
ISLA DRESS
Gold button down casual chic dress with box pleat drape detail on the waistline with round band collar, chevron cuff detail and pockets on the sides.
FABRIC: Sap Green Poplin
OPHELIA SKATER DRESS

Fitted denim skater dress with sailor inspired puff sleeves top and wraparound skirt with pleats around the waist & hem and lace band details all over

FABRIC Tencel Denim
**VANARA JACKET SHIRT**

Jacket shirt with front metal zipper, striped dolman sleeves and front flap pockets giving the jacket shirt an overall edgy look

**FABRIC** White and oversized Navy Blue stripes Poplin

**LUISA PANTS**

A sharp-cut trousers with red stripes on the sides with slits at the bottom and side pockets

**FABRIC** Navy Blue Poplin
ROE SHIRT
- Poet shirt with puffy Bishop sleeves, heart collar and Contrast cuff details, perfect for a soft and chic look
  FABRIC: Poplin

MOBY SHORTS
- High-waist paperbag shorts with a relaxed fit, button detail on the waist and rolled hem
  FABRIC: Poplin
CAROLINA LONG OVERCOAT DRESS

- Long striped overcoat dress with pop-up collar, red badge, and diagonal pockets for easy use, loose flowing large hem & full sleeves with cuff detail.

FABRIC: Poplin
MARELLA BUSTIER
- Gathered bustier top in Milano Silk with elasticated back and buckle closure to provide a smooth and comfortable fit
FABRIC Satin

KRILL SHORTS
- Striped shorts with curved dolphin hem in chevron pattern, slant pockets, elasticated waist and contrast detailing
FABRIC Poplin
SWIRL SLIPDRESS
Reversible strappy slipdress with smocked neckline and golden embellishments on the straps in Navy Blue and Blush Pink
FABRIC Satin
KELP ROBE DRESS

Satin robe dress with collar, drawstring waist, red detailing all over and button enclosure in the center.

FABRIC Satin
SHAY SLIP DRESS

Loose fit strappy slipdress with ruched back, exposed side zips and multi coloured criss cross strings

FABRIC Poplin
**Hudson Shorts**
- Loose striped shorts with red detailing and lace on the hem
  
  **Fabric** Poplin

**Yara Top**
- Cross back tank top in silk lycra with exposed back and deep U-neckline
  
  **Fabric** Silk lycra
CHILLOSOPHY

REEF DRESS
Beach dress with cutout sleeves
FABRIC Linen
MURIEL TOP

Wrap up top with drop shoulders and elbow length butterfly sleeves

FABRIC Silk lycra
HAF SHORTS

Relaxed fit denim shorts with curved dolphin hem and golden button detailing on the sides.

FABRIC Tencel denim
“WE ARE A MINIMALIST LABEL WITH AN EXPERIMENTAL HEART”

Chillosophy was borne out of a personal need to have access to elevated essentials without sacrificing comfort. In 2018, Silky Ahluwahlia took a leap of faith and launched into fashion bringing forward her own unique and disruptive view of the industry. Since then, Chillosophy has seamlessly (no pun intended) developed their collections while maintaining their signature minimal patterns, asymmetrical cuts and impeccable hand-woven detailing.

Chillosophy’s work today essentially rests in linking the skills of traditional weavers and dyers spread all across India with those of the craftsmen working in the studio. The collective skills they bring is an accumulation of knowledge passed down through many generations. Eventually resulting in garments that defy trends and seasons, and will be handed down to future generations of independent women.

As a design philosophy, Chillosophy believes that fashion is so much more than what is worn. Everything crafted has a story to tell. The designs and ideas come from the history of womanhood, equality and self-actualization. Hand designed and created, the garments amplify the artistic process and embody sustainable fashion.

These pieces are meant to take you on your individual journey, wherever it is that you seek to go.

FB/IG@chillosophy.in | www.chillosophy.in | chillosophy.in@gmail.com